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trudged the four-foot cement forms down the second flight of stairs. 

 

Equally sweaty and filthy, Brock Linkletter looked over his 

, he said, as if that explained it 

all.  

Brock led the crew into the subbasement that stank of mold and 

something like animal musk mixed with shit. It was a slap-dash fix 

up job. The earth shifted in the winter. That created craters and 

cracks in walls. Repairing the outer walls of the foundation was no 

trouble. But this, this a hassle and a half and then some. The 

building sat in a formally busy, but now nearly vacant, industrial 

area. No worries over live power lines or busy lanes. Most businesses 

ake a storefront on this stretch work for one reason or 

another; folks blamed Chinese industry and Walmart. Others said it 

was bad luck, just one of those blocks.  

The revolving door on the businesses in the neighborhood 

pertained to all but one site. For ninety-two years, Seeds Headwear 

had offered the best in natural fur hats. 

 

Bringing up the rear of the first crew, Kirk Crawford, a burly 

twenty-something, laughed. He had an easy way, good-spirited 

despite anything his boss 

sometimes we have to wait until the Pammy decides she can spare 

enough. She usually catches up right, but sometimes your pay is 



 

 

 

against the rough whitewashed wall. 

check at her whim. It only ever comes when she owes you for more 

than a month, and then once you do get paid

 

tter nodded slowly, pouted his lower lip. 

in six days

a full week late. 

, 

a 

anyone needs to 

said, serious as a house fire. 

carry it there. 

They continued the work, down the stairs, up the same stairs, 

and back down again, lugging forms, rebar, and steel strapping as 

they went. Once they had the necessary tools and molding, they set 

to work. Everything was dirty and dim, outright dark where the 

 

coffee until it was time to mix and pour. Seniority was a powerful 

 

The subbasement floor had wooden slats covering its entirety. 

They shifted underfoot as the crew worked. Not a scene apt to pass 

any codes, but it was mostly empty down there. A bit of a mystery 

at that. Turning the spotlights often, the crew wired the rebar into 

a meshwork, set the forms and readied the straps for the pour. The 

whole job was one great big pain in the ass and Zolen bubbled, on 



the verge of boiling, thinking about what was owed to him. 

Zolen 

 

ce these slats? The 

 

-  

from one co-worker to the other, as if hoping to gain a wingman. 

 

Okay, kid. What do you suppose this room is for? They said 

storage, but all I see is feed seed; hell do they need feed seed for 

-foot slat next 

That stink!  

front of his c

 

 

Fat steel grating sat below the wooden slats, sets of green-white 

eyes glowed the light reflected back from the lamps. Zolen stepped 

forward for a look, thought maybe the others might try something, 

 

 

Linkletter scrunched up his face. 

deeper  

They listened.  

 

Zolen looked back at Linkletter, a smile rode Linkletter s goofy 

face as he said,  



-  

opic of 

Pammy. 

 

 

ter also had his right ear turned 

to the floor. 

water, making it a dry pen. Muskrats lived in damp regions. They 

were something like ugly beavers. Giant mole rats were infinitely 

nastier than muskrats, in the looks department anyway. 

the first level and then catching a glint of motion from the second. 

 

and 

 

They uncovered two more slats and looked down into the lively 

crowd of future hats. 

voice called. 

ing sure the 

 

Linkletter nodded along behind him.  

Pammy spoke 

slowly, emphasizing each word more than the last, settling the 

 

Linkletter nodded and Zolen gulped down his cowardice, his 

testicles shrank up into his body like he d gone for a polar bear swim, 

 



Linkletter and Crawford stepped aside.  

 her tone and moved closer.  

Zolen instinctively backed away. 

Zolen started, but 

away. 

the idea that the new guy had such gall was laughable.  

The sound of the second crew coming down the stairs blocked 

the path Zolen had hoped to take. He grabbed a two-foot piece of 

rebar from the floor as Pammy under-arced her arm with a blind 

uppercut grab, aiming for gonads. Zolen swung and there was a 

thump. Pammy yelled out a string of sounds, never really forming 

an entire word. 

 

Zolen circled around the men and away from Pammy, heading 

for the stairs. A man at the bottom smiled and said, 

enjoy this,  while he and another two blocked the way. 

uncovered grate, he slipped, and Pammy dove at him. A thump 

whooshed air from Zolen s mouth like an unknotted balloon, and 

then the grate gave and they fell through. Pammy screamed again, 

her hand stung as she struck the floor, blood bubbled in a perfect 

line. The coons scattered, the level was only three feet deep the 

floor grates below them, not used to the weight, creaked but held.  

For now. 

Zolen attempted to leap from the hole. An ancient man from 

the second crew who d come down the stairs 

 

 

band rhythm. He crawled away from the light as if maneuvering 

monkey bars, approaching a heavier scent of feces and blood. 



Seeking darkness.  

That steel grating was slippery. The coons stayed a perfect two 

feet of distance, close, but not so close that the intruders might 

touch them. The coon pen kept going and Zolen crawled blindly, 

huffing and grunting as the air wheezed from his chest. His hands 

slipped when someone yanked his ankles out from under him. 

 

The grate floor moaned again, creaked, and then fell with a 

chaotic metal-wrenching crash.  The giant mole rats scattered as the 

ceiling toppled down on them. 

out. Pammy belly flopped on him once more. Her giant breasts were 

like boulders on his throat. The floor below them was solid in shape, 

to suffocate the wise-mouth kid. Nothing about the scene phased 

the anger and the need to stand against the challenge. Pammy was 

proving a point. 

whumped and opened, and they slid into pure dark. 

 

 

The sound rode up. Distant. Crawford looked at the men of the 

second crew with a pleading expression. The second crew conceded, 

passed out a few flashlights from the toolboxes, and Crawford and 

Linkletter crawled down to follow the terrified screeches.  

 

, and the others rolled their eyes, but followed into 

the pitch black. The flashlights flicked on and hundreds of eyes 

stared glowing yellowy-green back at the men. 

 

 

Zolen squirmed free of her damaged grasp. He crawled further 



to a tunnel 

system, dug deep into the clay. There was just enough space to move 

on his fours. He scampered as quickly as possible, down the sloping 

path, aware of nothing but the fact Pammy was still right behind 

him.  

Pammy groaned, it was tight around her girth, but she pushed 

onwards like a worm in the dirt, threatening Zolen with every foot 

covered. The place was slick and well-worn underhand, but she 

managed a hair faster than Zolen. It was just a matter of time, 

nobody back-sassed and got away it, not without taking some of 

 

 

with a flashlight in hand. He met massive square teeth and shot 

backward, smashing his temple on the rebar  

The flashlight fell and the furry mole rat jittered away. Blood 

pushed his 

woozy form topside and Linkletter led the way to the hole. 

As a group, the men moved onto the mole rat floor and called 

out, the lights met the glint from yellow teeth rather than from 

beady eyes. Hands and knees, they trudged through the shit and piss 

soup, searching for Pammy and Zolen. 

 

The tunnel widened into a larger space and Zolen paused long 

enough to hear a strange groaning chitter. It was almost as loud as 

Pammy behind him. But not quite and he rushed forward when he 

imagined her breath on his neck. Overdrive gear. Zolen swung palms 

looking for a wall, and then paused as he heard two breathy sounds. 

 

On the other side, there was a snorting groan, like a pig munching 

on a marmot. 

Out of nowhere, Pammy passed Zolen in the darkness, yelling 



as she went. Zolen dove to the side and then doubled back toward 

the tunnel, keeping to the wall, out of sight. 

 

, finding the caved hole in the 

floor that led to the tunnel.  

yas, if I needs yas.

collectively; fuck him and the kid, those smiles said to the nasty, 

shitty space. 

 

 her 

 

call  

said.  

Linkletter faced an honest to god conflict of interest and paused 

at the edge of the tunnel. The beam from his flashlight found a 

terrified face, a furious visage chasing closely behind, and several 

giant beasts with bandit masks and massive square teeth. Dark 

fuzzy eyebrows had overgrown their eyes and somewhere in their 

-rats slithered 

like worms, chattering and grunting, tiny feet out the sides like fins, 

brushing them along.  

Linkletter screamed. 

Pammy turned, screamed. 

Zolen flipped into a crab stance to watch as giant square teeth 

from the dropped flashlight. Blood showered forth and Zolen joined 

the screaming chorus. The sliding beasts raced toward him and he 



flipped onto his knees. The scene had frozen Linkletter in place. 

shoulder. A coon-rat chomped 

 

Linkletter thawed and spun, he pawed around for hold of the 

the second crew. The sound of the coon-rats lapping in the pool of 

the tight 

space. He heard laughter above and raced toward it. The walls 

around him vibrated with burrowing coon-rats. It felt like the 

mother of all earthquakes. 

The stinking dirt fell away beneath Linkletter and he teetered 

before dropping into a giant mouth, open and waiting for blood. The 

laughter ceased and the second crew recognized that if something 

 

They crawled down into the tunnel. 

The mess was sloppy and running red. The ground came away 

in clumps. The coon-rats chattered, chased, snorted, and bit. The 

concrete crewmen screamed until they screamed no more. 

 

Crawford awoke under the bright light of the work lamps, his brain 

jumping against the walls of his skull, blood trickling down onto his 

ft poor 

Zolen. Crawford looked down into the hole, wondering if it was all 

worth it, the kid, the job, Pammy, any of it. 

 

The animals chittered and chattered. 

Could leave, say fuck it all, look for a new job

said and slid down into the hole to look for the kid.  

 


